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# Question Answer
1 [IMAGE] Which ABC TV series?
2 [IMAGE] Which fictional dog? [TWO word answer required]

3
[IMAGE] In physics and optics, black spectral absorption lines are named after which 
German physicist (1787–1826)?

4 [IMAGE] Which Australian entertainer (1952-2001)?
5 [IMAGE] Who is this novelty pop dude?  [BOTH names required]

6
[IMAGE] Softer and lighter than denim, which plain-weave cotton shirt is almost always 
light blue in colour?

7 [IMAGE] Which bass player's 2019 memoir?
8 [IMAGE] What is the common name of the insect Lepisma saccharinum ?

9
[IMAGE] Known as the “happiest animal in the world” due to its cute and friendly
appearance, what is the common name for the Setonix brachyurus ?

10 [IMAGE] Who captained the Australian netball team from 2017-21?

11
According to British humour, a royal or member of the nobility who has two sons is said
to have produced an heir, and a… what ?

12
The law that all sufficiently distant light sources show redshift corresponding to their
distance from Earth is named for which astronomer?

13
Often abbreviated to BCP, what book edited by Thomas Cranmer was first published in
1549 as a product of the English Reformation?

14
First used by New Scientist in 1994, which two-word term is the hypothesis that people 
tend to gravitate towards areas of work that fit their surnames, such as sprinter Usain 
Bolt and psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud (German for "Joy")?

15
Which fictional character's titles include Protector of the Seven Kingdoms, Queen of the
Andals, and Mother of Dragons?

16 
Long debated as to its precise meaning, which artist (1881-1973) stated that "Everything
You Can Imagine Is Real"?

17
Brioche is a rich, puffy variety of bread due to its high proportion of butter, and the
presence of which other ingredient not normally found in bread?

18
What is the common name for the 30 different genera that make up the order 
Laminariales ? Despite appearing to grow in underwater forests, they are not plants but 
heterokonts.

19
Set by Sifan Hassan (b. 1993 in Ethiopia but representing The Netherlands) at a Diamond 
League meet in Monaco in 2019, 4:12.33 is the current world record in which athletic 
event?

20 Florence Nightingale tended injured soldiers in which war?
21 What is the last event in a standard decathlon? 

22
What Gothic novel opens with Jonathan Harker’s journal entry for 3rd May of an
undetermined year?

23
What pejorative two-word nickname is often given to a tennis match that ends with a 6-
0, 6-0 scoreline?

24
What term for a hierarchy comes from the German zoologist Thorleif Schjelderup-Ebbe's
study of chickens? 

25
In the financial abbreviation SMSF, if the first two words are Self-Managed, what are the
second two?

26
Which seven-letter word, coined in 1973 by American writer Norman Mailer, can mean a 
piece of information that becomes accepted as a fact even though it is not actually true, 
or an invented fact believed to be true because it appears in print?
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27 Which 2009 James Cameron film remains the highest-grossing box office hit of all time?

28 Which book appears on the flag of the Dominican Republic?

29 In 1986, which Aerosmith song was covered in a collaboration with Run D.M.C.? 

30
Which model of airliner, first produced in 1969 and still active today, is dubbed the 
"Queen of the Skies"?

31 The Eurythmics and Aretha Franklin collaborated on what 1985 anthem hit?

32 Which mascot links defunct NSWRL/NRL (1908-99) and VFL/AFL (1987-1996) clubs?

33
A light-hearted reference to the devotional Sign of the Cross refers to spectacles, 
testicles, wallet and… what?

34
In a sporting context, what word can mean either progression to the next round of a 
tournament without being required to compete, or not being allocated a game in a 
particular round due to an odd number of participating players or teams?

35
With over 100 million sold since 1958, the Super Cub (and its variants) is the most 
produced motor vehicle in history, and is still being manufactured by which Japanese 
firm?

36
The [British] Open golf championships currently rotates through ten different courses. 
What word appears in the title of six of these venues?

37
Which 1991 U2 album took its two-word title from a line in the Mel Brooks film 'The 
Producers'?

38
Despite Gold at the 1956 Olympics, 5 x MVP, 12 x All Star, 11 x championships with the 
Boston Celtics, which NBA legend is perhaps best remembered for his rivalry with Wilt 
Chamberlain??

39 Herb Powell is the long-lost half-brother of which well-known TV character?

40
Which official pseudonym, used by film directors to disown a project, was formally 
discontinued in 2000?  [BOTH names required]

41
Most commonly in central Europe, where can the foursome of Acorns, Leaves, Hearts 
and Bells be found together?

42
Which Bob Dylan standard has also been a hit for Eric Clapton, Guns N' Roses and Avril 
Lavigne, among others?

43 What is the English translation of "O-temae", a revered Japanese cultural tradition?

44
According to Gilbert and Sullivan, if you stick close to your desk and never go to sea, you 
all may be rulers of the Queen's… what ?

45
Popular among the upper classes in Victorian England, which tincture is prepared by 
dissolving approximately 10% powdered opium in alcohol?

46 Which element is alternatively known as brimstone?

47
In 1892, which British Lord donated £150 to the NSW Cricket Association to fund a 
trophy for an annual cricket tournament between Australia's (then) colonies?

48
Set in San Francisco and largely dealing with the LGBT community, what is the four-word 
title of Armistead Maupin's nine-volume series of novels? There have been several 
dramatisations, including a Netflix prequel in 2019.

49 What number links a Bruce Springsteen hit to a Heinz advertising slogan?
50 What device changes the current of alternating current?
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51
In Greek mythology, which husband of Penelope and father of Telemachus was exiled for 
angering the gods?

52
Paul McGinness, Sir Hudson Fysh and Sir Fergus McMaster were among the founders of 
which iconic Australian company?

53
Name any of the three years in which the Summer and Winter Olympics were held in the 
same country.

54 What links Mississippi, Poseidon, the South Sea and (some) cryptocurrencies?

55 How many US states border the Pacific Ocean?
56 In which Asian country is the vehicle manufacturer Tata Motors based?

57
Genk, Oostende and Standard Liege are professional football (soccer) clubs in which 
European country? 

58
According to the urban dictionary, an antiseptic is someone who dislikes which particular 
nationality?

59
In September 2020 which US singer (b. 1969) released a best-selling and critically 
acclaimed memoir comprising four parts: 'Wayward Child', 'Sing, Sing', 'All That Glitters', 
and 'Emancipation'?

60
The supporters of which NRL team include Elle MacPherson, Mark Occhilupo and Scott 
Morrison?

61
In the 2022 cricket T20 World Cup, which was the only team that did not win a pool 
game, and also the only team to have two pool games washed out?

62
What word links a breed of domestic turkey, a French royal dynasty, and a variety of 
liquor?

63
Between 1938 and 2002, which two teams automatically qualified for the FIFA World 
Cup?

64 The Edmonton Oilers participate in which North American professional sports league?

65
On the Fahrenheit scale, how many degrees separate the freezing point of water from its 
boiling point?

66
Also known as melaleuca oil, which essential oil with medicinal and other applications is 
derived from the leaves of the Melaleuca alternifolia ?

67
In geometry, which term that can relate to angles, segments or figures, means exactly 
equal in shape and size, though not necessarily orientation?

68
Formulated in 1977 and now named for English statistician and epidemiologist Richard 
Peto, Peto's Paradox refers to the lack of correlation between the size of various species 
(typically mammals) and their risk of contracting which disease?

69
A 1940 American comedy-western film starring Mae West and W. C. Fields is titled 'My 
Little… what' ?

70 Hemophobia is an intense and irrational fear or what?

71
Particularly from the 1960s to the late 1970s, which NFL team's defensive unit was 
nicknamed "The Purple People Eaters"?  The franchise has made four Superbowl 
appearances, but lost them all.

72 The Tropic of Capricorn passes through which Central Qld city, pop. c. 80,000?

73 Ayrshire is a historic county in which country of the UK?
74 Vinegar is comprised chiefly of water, along with 5-8% of which acid?
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75
While a jam is made with mashed fruit, which similarly sweet foodstuff contains a single 
type of fruit, either whole or in large chunks? 

76
In April 2013 the novel 'The Cuckoo's Calling' by JK Galbraith was published to little 
fanfare.  Why did its modest sales triple in July of that year?

77
The Danube river flows through four European capital cities. What is the only one that 
does not begin with the letter B?

78
General Electric, Rolls-Royce and Pratt & Whitney are considered the "big three" 
manufacturers of what devices?

79 Which actress portrayed Sally in the 1989 film 'When Harry Met Sally'?

80
Which Australian businessman and billionaire is the Executive Chairman of Visy 
Industries?

81 In the Harry Potter universe, what  creatures are Pigwidgeon, Hermes and Errol?

82
In which Jim Carrey 2004 movie does his character Joel Barish discover that his girlfriend 
(played by Kate Winslet) has had their relationship scientifically erased from her 
memory?

83
The 15 lanthanides, along with yttrium and scandium, are more commonly referred to by 
which somewhat inaccurate term?

84
Born in Melbourne in 1917, which modernist painter is probably best remembered for a 
series of 27 naive paintings of the life of Ned Kelly?

85 What is the female equivalent of a Jackeroo?

86 Though never king himself, who was a son of Edward III and father of Henry IV?

87
The Battle of Marathon in 490BC was contested by an army of Athens & Platea against 
the forces of which empire?

88 Which actress starred in the 2001 American romantic comedy 'Shallow Hal'?
89 The population of which continent increases five-fold every summer?

90
Agrippina the Younger, Julia Drusilla and Julia Livilla were sisters, and possibly lovers, of 
which Roman emperor?

91 Taranaki and Hawke's Bay are among which country's regions?

92
What, apart from geography, links the place names Devonshire, Rockingham, Newcastle, 
Grafton and Portland, among others?

93
The music video for the 1987 Michael Jackson single 'Bad' was directed by which Oscar-
winning director?

94 On 1st November 2022, five lions escaped from their enclosure in which zoo?

95 Who won the 2013 Best Actor Oscar his portrayal of Abraham Lincoln?
96 Which car manufacturer makes the Yaris and Supra models?

97
Once commonly used for cutting and piercing, which volcanic glass is formed when lava 
cools rapidly? 

98 Which river flows through Busselton on its way to the Indian Ocean?
99 In which year did the Fremantle Dockers play in their only AFL Grand Final?

100
John Curtin represented which Division (seat) in the House of Representatives from 1934-
45?
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